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Message from the Chairman
Greetings to all members, new and old, of the Pacific
Coast Branch of the WFA. A lot has happened since
the last issue of The Listening Post, #59. Most importantly, I regret the passing of our editor Pat Forbes
on June 23rd. We will miss her enthusiasm for tackling
Branch-related jobs and her interest in the Great War.
Her husband Rob has agreed to continue on her
efforts, and this LP #60 is a very good result by him.
I was unable to attend the 2014 Seminar and Annual
General Meeting, but by all accounts it was another
splendid affair, with interesting speakers and fine catering. Planning is underway for our 2015 event with
several speakers already set.
Our Vice-Chair, Dick Church, would like to let another
member occupy his foxhole, and we thus invite any
Branch members interested in the position to contact
me or Secretary Gavin Cooper.

Western Front Association
Pacific Coast Branch
The Pacific Coast Branch of The Western Front
Association was founded in 1999 and has members from the Provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan; and the States of Washington, Oregon, California, Virginia, and Florida.
The worldwide membership in the Western Front
Association is over 6500 and there are 57 separate
Branches and Branch Chapters in Europe, North
America, Australia and New Zealand.
The WFA is non-political and does not seek to glorify war, nor is it a re-enactment society. Its principal objective is to perpetuate the memory, courage and comradeship of the people on all sides
who served their countries during the Great War
in and over France and Belgium, on other fronts,
at sea and in their own countries.

In this LP you will find my report from my attendance
at the Symposium on the First World War: in Halifax,
Nova Scotia in mid May. Thank you for the opportunity to represent the Branch at what was a useful exchange of cross-Canada ideas and thoughts on Commemoration.

Another important objective is to inform and educate the public on the continuing relevance the
Great War has on the modern world.

The anniversary of the start of the war to end all wars
has come and gone, and I hope you will all participate
in and even lead events in your communities to assist
with Remembrance. I will be speaking at a couple of
Vancouver libraries in early November, and will be
speaking in Banff, Alberta in mid-October as part of an
international conference on Canada, the Great War
and Enemy Aliens, 1914-1920, at the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies in Edmonton.

Treasurer

Gavin Cooper, Lantzville, BC

Editor

Robert Forbes, Victoria, BC

Why don't you write a few paragraphs about your research interests and send them to Rob Forbes??
Remember to keep the lines of communication open
and advise myself or Gavin of any thoughts or comments about the Branch. We’re always seeking to create stronger bonds and foster camaraderie amongst
our membership.
Sincerely, Peter Broznitsky
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Chairman

Peter Broznitsky, Vancouver, BC

Vice Chairman

Membership Contact
info@wfapacificcoast.org

The Listening Post
This newsletter is produced by the Western Front
Association, Pacific Coast Branch.
Membership in the WFA-PBC is $35.00 annually
and includes subscription to the Listening Post.
Submission of pictures and articles can be sent via
email to wfa@prfconsulting.com
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Museum Opens Up Royal Air Force's Archives
The Royal Air Force Museum, has launched a new website, rafmuseumstoryvault.org.uk, which enables members of the public to interrogate the Casualty Cards of members of the Royal Flying Corps who suffered injury
during the First World War. In addition to these records online visitors are now also able to search the Muster Roll for the RAF as drafted on 1 April 1918 and the Air Force List as of 1 February of the same year.
This online resource is the culmination of a three-year digitisation project involving over 10,000 hours of
work by staff of the museum who electronically preserved over 300,000 fragile records – all of which are free
to examine for anyone with access to the internet.
Karen Whitting, Director of Public Programmes for the Museum stated “As part of the museum’s on-going
mission to open up our archives to the public, we felt it was of paramount importance that, as the world
unites to commemorate the outbreak of the First World War, our online visitors were able to read these fragile documents which previously would have only been accessible through supervised visits with our curators.“
“Each of the records contained within this digital archive reveals the story of a member of the Royal Flying
Corps who suffered injury, often making the ultimate sacrifice to protect their families and their country at a
time of major global conflict – heroes such as Albert Ball (casualty
card shown to the right) and Mick
Mannock whose names are central
to the story of the First World War
in the air. I would also like to take
this opportunity to thank the Heritage Lottery Fund for their grant of
£19,000, which enabled the museum to build this site.”

British Pathé opens WW1 Archive
August 2014 marks one hundred years since the start of World War
One. To commemorate this landmark occasion, British Pathé have
launched this definitive collection of WW1 films.
British Pathé holds one of the finest and most comprehensive First
World War archives in the world and have made more than 1000 films
available on the Internet at http://www.britishpathe.com/workspaces/
page/ww1-the-definitive-collection.
Most are less than a few minutes in length
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Saanich Remembers World War One Project
By Ray Travers
The Saanich Remembers World War One Committee includes Archivist Caroline Duncan and citizen volunteers Mary Jane Shaw and Ray Travers.
Like other countries and communities drawn into in World War One, Saanich was deeply affected. Saanich
residents made significant contributions to Canada’s war efforts, through military service, nursing, public
fundraising and private support. Many families lost loved ones on the European battlefields, and many endured profound grief and loss that continues to this day.
When Britain declared war on Germany, on August 4, 1914, Saanich had fewer than 5,000 residents and was
mainly farmland. Today Saanich is the largest municipality in the Greater Victoria area with a population of
more than 110,000. Many who served did so out of loyalty to King and Country. To others it was a great adventure that promised to be over by Christmas. For some, it was an opportunity for career advancement, and to
get experience available no other way.
The purpose of the Saanich Remembers project is, on the one hundredth anniversary of World War One - 2014
to 2018 - is to research and document its impact on the citizens of Saanich, before during and after. Commemorative events are being planned from 2014 to 2018, so the full contribution of Saanich to World War One will
be known, honoured and remembered for many years to come. The involvement of today’s Saanich citizens will inform them of the service and sacrifice of our forbears, and will add meaning and value to the
phrase “Lest We Forget.”

The Saanich Municipality World War One Honour Roll lists 355 men and women who served. Current research confirms many names are missing. A goal of the project is to complete the Honour Roll. If anyone has
an ancestor with connection to Saanich, and served in the First World War, the Saanich Archives would like to
hear from you.
Saanich Archives is an active participant in the University of Victoria “A City Goes to War” project. Saanich
Archives has contributed more than 175 documents to this project. To learn more about Saanich and to view
documents relating to Saanich search the “Cities” tab at the top of the website.
One of the lasting legacies in Saanich are the Shelbourne Memorial Trees. Shelbourne was the first Road of
Remembrance in Canada, soon to be followed by Calgary, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, Thunder Bay, North Bay and
Montreal.
On October 2, 1921 the Shelbourne Road of Remembrance began with the initial planting by Lieutenant Governor Walter Nichol, and Premier John Oliver. Over 5,000 Victorians attended. Every family had been impacted by this war, including my own.. The idea was to plant - on Shelbourne Street - one tree for every BC soldier lost in World War One, from Mount Douglas in Saanich, to Bay Street in Victoria.
These Memorial Trees help us remember the tree lined roads of France and Belgium where our young Canadian Soldiers marched to war, many never to return home to their families and friends.
These trees are a living memorial, symbolizing the victory of life over death, where grieving families could
come to mourn their losses, especially because many did not have the means to visit the war graves in France
and Flanders.
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In 1922, the generals of World War One carried out further plantings which are commemorated at the Shelbourne Memorial marker erected at the corner of Shelbourne and Elnido in 1976, which reads:
In Memoriam Victoria area soldiers fallen in World War I
These heritage trees were planted by:


General Sir Arthur Currie, Sept. 21, 1922



Lord Byng of Vimy, Aug. 24, 1922



Joseph J. Cesare Joffre, Mar. 29, 1922

A file in the Saanich Archives, for every person from Saanich who served in World War One, will be a permanent legacy of this project. To help, members of the Western Front Association, Pacific
Coast Branch are invited to visit the Saanich Remembers website at http://www.saanich.ca/discover/
artsheritagearc/saanicharchives/SaanichRemembers.html

Monuments and Memorials
World War One was a watershed in American history. The United States' decision to join the battle in 1917
"to make the world safe for democracy" proved pivotal in securing allied victory—a victory that would usher
in the American Century.
In the war's aftermath, individuals, towns, cities, counties, and states all felt compelled to mark the war, as
did colleges, businesses, clubs, associations, veterans groups, and houses of worship. Thousands of memorials—from simple honor rolls, to Doughboy sculptures, to grandiose architectural ensembles—were erected
throughout the US in the 1920s and 1930s, blanketing the American landscape.
Each of these memorials, regardless of size or expense, has a story. But sadly, as we enter the war's centennial period, these memorials and their very purpose—to honor in perpetuity the more than four million Americans who served in the war and the more than 116,000 who were killed—have largely been forgotten. And
while many memorials are carefully tended, others have fallen into disrepair through neglect, vandalism, or theft. Some have been destroyed.
The United States World War One Centennial Commission is supporting
The World War I Memorial Inventory project. This nationwide inventory
seeks to identify, document, and preliminarily assesses the condition of
the country's World War I memorials and monuments. The effort is intended to raise public awareness of the presence, and in many cases,
sadly, the plight of these historic monuments and memorials, as a necessary first step to ensuring their conservation and preservation.
The extant memorials are our most salient material links in the US to the
war. They afford a vital window onto the conflict, its participants, and
those determined to remember them. Rediscovering the memorials and
the stories they tell will contribute to their physical and cultural rehabilitation—a fitting commemoration of the war and the sacrifices it entailed.
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Voices of Remembrance
Voices of Remembrance is an orchestral/choral
work featuring poetry readings by Vanessa Redgrave & Ralph Fiennes, written to commemorate
and remember the soldiers who lived, fought and
died in the First World War.
Through her experience scoring The Battle of the
Somme and her extensive research on World
War One, Laura Rossi has created a richly evocative work that combines her stunningly emotive
music with these important historical poems.
Vanessa Redgrave and Ralph Fiennes bring their
unique artistry to the work. Their readings are
incredibly moving and expressive. The combination of the music and poetry moves us closer to
the thoughts and feelings of the soldiers: their
spirit, their strength, their hopes and fears.
When writing a new score for the famous IWM
1916 film The Battle of the Somme, Laura discovered her great uncle Fred (pictured on the CD
cover) was a stretcher bearer attached to the
29th Division on July 1st 1916, who feature in the film. Through his diaries she retraced his footsteps across
the Somme Battlefields. He was the only one of his pals who survived.
This close family connection and the fact that he may be in the film, inspired Laura’s score and she has since
written a score for the IWM Battle of the Ancre and is currently organising a centenary tour across UK and
France of The Battle of the Somme, performed live with film by orchestras including the Philharmonia.
‘Reading my uncle’s diaries and remembering his voice made the connection to that time so much more vivid and had a profound effect on
me. I wanted to go deeper into the feelings and emotions that the personal connection to the battle, the soldiers, and remembering my uncle
brought to me.
Music and poetry have a unique way of helping us to get closer to the
thoughts and feelings of the soldiers. The voices, the words reach out to
us from behind the grainy black and white images from so long ago.’
For more details about the CD go to: http://www.laurarossi.com/voices
and it is also available on iTunes, Amazon and Spotify
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Cats and dog suspected of spying on British officers in World War I
By: Peter Edwards Star Reporter, Published on Thu Mar 13 2014
British intelligence officers suspected two cats and a dog were spying on them in the trenches on the Western Front in World War I.
That’s one of the pieces of intelligence from the release on Thursday of 3,987 diaries of British soldiers from
the National Archives in Kew, southwest of London. The freshly-released intelligence report from July 15,
1915 reads: “Two (2) cats and a dog are under suspicion, as they have been in the habit of crossing our
trenches at night; steps are being taken to trap them if possible.”
The 12th division lost seven officers and 64 soldiers that month in Ploegsteert Wood, Belgium, on the Western Front. There’s no mention in the documents, prepared by intelligence officers from the 36th brigade of
the 12th division, about whether the three suspected German spies were ever caught.
David Langrish, records specialist for the National Archives, said in an interview that the document shows a
heightened interest in intelligence and new forms of warfare on the Western Front. “The case of the dog and
two cats, shows the level of suspicion amongst military units at this time,” Langrish said.
“Every detail was of potential importance for the planning of further operations, and so every possible suspicion would have been reported,” Langrish said. “The war saw new weapons, new tactics and new methods of
conducting warfare, some of which were unimaginable a few years before. While the report about the cats
and dogs is a less serious example, it
shows the very extreme experiences
of time in the front lines.”

“It just goes to show the extent of
concerns at that time,” Simpson said.
One report released Thursday notes
how the British attempted to taunt
the nearby German troops, mocking
them about how German forces had
recently surrendered in West Africa.
“The enemy attempted to knock it
down with rifle fire, and having failed,
used very lurid language,” a British document reads. The documents also note how the German forces The
documents also note across the trenches to the British forces with messages that included: “Englishmen,
how badly you shoot!... You Englishmen — we have wine, sausage and meat — your Englishmen are hungry
and thirsty… You stupid soldiers!”
There is also mention in the recently-released diaries of varied tactics, ranging from the use of flamethrowers
by German forces and an attempt by the British to trick their enemies by using “dummy soldiers,” which
were really life-size human replicas controlled by strings.
An earlier collection of soldiers’ diaries were released in January and further releases are expected within the
next few months. “We have a few more batches to go,” Rebecca Simpson of the National Archives said.
There are 1.5 million pages in total.”
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British Child Soldier of the Great War
Agence France-Presse
The youngest Briton to fight in World War I was just 12 years old -- but Sidney Lewis' identity remained a secret for almost a century until the chance
discovery of faded documents revealed his extraordinary story.
The centenary of the start of the war in 1914 has brought official recognition of Sidney's remarkable journey from an English schoolboy to a fighter
on the bloody fields of the Somme. The recognition is a source of pride for
Sidney's son Colin Lewis, who only discovered the truth about his father's
past a few years ago, long after Sidney died in 1969 aged 66.

"The great disappointment is that I can't congratulate him and tell him 'I
am very proud of you'," Lewis, now 80, told from his home in Poole on the
southern English coast. "You did a fantastic job, you are a very brave boy
actually. Well done, Dad."
"Boys would have been filled with the patriotism which was amazingly
strong at the beginning of WWI," said Anthony Richards, head of documents and sound at the Imperial War Museum in London. "There would
have been a lot of pressure from their families and friends, and from sociegenerally, to do your bit for the war."

ty

On holiday from school, the fearless young Sidney decided to take his
chances and signed up for the army in Kingston, London. He lied to the recruitment officer about his age, pretending he was several years older. He
was not alone -- about 250,000 underage soldiers fought for Britain in
WWI, according to historian Richard van Emden, author of "Boy Soldiers of the Great War".
But Lewis was a special case. "How a 12-year-old got into the British army is really beyond belief," van Emden told AFP. In a photo from the time Sidney "looked older than his age", the historian noted. He also said
that recruiting standards slipped as the war progressed. Many parents allowed their underage sons to join
the army because they thought it might do them some good, while poor families saw it as one less mouth to
feed at home. They were often reassured by a rule stating that soldiers could not be sent overseas until they
were 19.
In Sidney's case, however, his distraught mother had no idea where her son -- one of eight children -- had
gone. She found out a year later when a soldier home on leave mentioned that Sidney was fighting in the
Somme with the 106th Machine Gun Company. Horrified, she wrote to the War Office to demand Sidney be
sent home, attaching his birth certificate showing he was only 13.
The response was swift. In a letter dated August 24, 1916, an obviously embarrassed army official replied: "I
have to inform you that action has been taken. The lad will be discharged with all possible speed." He later
became a policeman, got married and, after retiring, ran a pub. Colin Lewis discovered his father's astonishing history less than a decade ago, after the death of an uncle who had carefully preserved the letters detailing Sidney's service. "My father did mention he had seen some action but I thought it was a little bit of exaggeration because he was too young at the time," Lewis recalled.
"I was about 11 or 12, and he never mentioned it again, we never discussed it. It was like a family secret al-
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most. I think perhaps that he felt he was a bit the black sheep of the family." The Imperial War Museum has
authenticated the documents and recognised Sidney as Britain's youngest soldier from World War I.
Colin Lewis now plans a trip to the Somme with his children and grandchildren to remember where Sidney
fought for six weeks -- and unlike so many others, made it back alive.

Thank you Harry
We should thank Harry Brearley of Sheffield for steel which doesn't rust
or corrode. As the city's archives put it: "In 1913, Harry Brearley of
Sheffield developed what is widely regarded as the first 'rustless' or stainless steel - a product that revolutionised the metallurgy industry and became a major component of the modern world."
The British military was trying to find a better metal for guns. The problem was that barrels of guns were distorted over repeated firing by the
friction and heat of bullets. Brearley, a metallurgist at a Sheffield firm,
was asked to find harder alloys.
He examined the addition of chromium to steel, and legend has it that he
threw away some of the results of his experiments as failures. They went
literally on to the scrap heap - but Brearley noticed later that these discarded samples in the yard had not rusted.
He had discovered the secret of stainless steel. In WW1 it was used in some of the new-fangled aero-engines
- but it really came into its own as knives and forks and spoons and the innumerable medical instruments on
which hospitals depend.

Shy Desert Warrior
During the First World War the Turks were beset by an Arab revolt which Britain
wanted the Arabs to win. Gifted operator TE Lawrence would become a crucial
part of that plan. Born in north Wales in 1888, he learned Arabic on an archaeological dig in Syria. As he spent three years there in the run-up to the war he
became sympathetic to the Arab people, who had lived under the rule of the
Turkish Ottoman empire for centuries.
When the war broke out in 1914, Lawrence became an intelligence officer based
in Cairo and two years later the hostilities spread into an Arab revolt. The British
Colonel became the adviser to the son of the revolt's leader, Sherif Hussein of
Mecca. Renowned for his cunning tactics, Lawrence's small band of forces hit
supply routes which distracted Turkish troops from the fighting they were supposed to be doing. His efforts were vital in helping Sherif Hussein's forces win a
victory which enabled them to establish a unified state spanning large parts of
the Arabian peninsula.
After the war Winston Churchill appointed Lawrence as an adviser, but he quit the role as he hated the publicity it gave him. The war hero died aged 46 in a motorcycle accident just three months after he left the RAF.
9
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Book Review:The First World War in the Middle East
By Christian Coates Ulrichsen,
Published by C. Hurst (distributed by Oxford in America), 2014,
Hardback; ISBN 978-1-8490-4274-1
This is an excellent narrative overview of WWI as fought along that arc of instability extending from Greece (Salonika) through Anatolia and the Caucasus,
through Palestine and Syria to Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf. It is a political, as well as a military history and lays the ground work for understanding
the region today.
The author starts by analyzing the geo-political situation created by the crumbling of the Ottoman Empire whose marches has been chiseled away for more
than a century by Russian and Slavic Balkan insurgencies. By 1914, The Ottomans were in extremis having lost wars to the Balkan League and the Italians.
As WWI broke out, the Young Turk Ottoman reformers cast the dice on the
side of Germany and Austria-Hungary in a desperate effort to stop the rot. This involved them in a war with
Russia, France, Britain and British India they did not have the resources to win.
One front alone, in the Caucasus, extended for some 700 mountainous miles. Nonetheless, the Ottoman’s
Anatolian infantry fought bravely at Gallipoli defeating a combined French - British - ANZAC force and in the
deserts of Egypt, Palestine and Mesopotamia against Anglo-British troops. Turkish losses exceed proportionally those of France. This industrial-strength warfare, while less intense than on the Western Front posed severe logistical strains on Anglo-Indian forces moving through trackless deserts and upon a local population
living on the edge of subsistence. The legacy of these improvisations is the violent and fissiparous region we
view with such dismay today.
In addition to summarizing action on each of the several combat fronts, the author details the tangled skein
of Franco-British bilateral agreements dividing the Middle East into spheres of influence and with various Arab factions seeking independence from Constantinople. These agreements came home to roost in the years
between 1918 and 1923. Arabs, feeling cheated of their autonomy, revolted in Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia. The British and French, unable to sustain military occupation, resorted to constructs such as mandates
to retain control and eventually allowed limited autonomy in some cases. The Turks, whose empire had been
carved up by the victors continued to fight driving Greek, British and French occupiers from their lands and,
under Turkish war hero Ataturk, creating a modern European polity.
Len Shurtleff

Tea Anyone ?
The tea bag was not invented to solve some wartime problem. By common consent, it was an American tea merchant who, in 1908, started sending tea in small
bags to his customers. They, whether by accident or design, dropped the bags in
water and the rest is history. So the industry says.
But a German company, Teekanne, did copy the idea in the war, and developed it,
supplying troops with tea in similar cotton bags. They called them "tea bombs".
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Book Review: The Life of Robert Loraine
By Lanayre D. Liggera
University of Delaware Press
Cloth; ISBN 978-1-61149-458-7
The Life of Robert Loraine is a unique biography of an unusual World War
I pilot. The war began when Loraine was 38 – two decades older than
most wartime pilots. At that point he was already an actor famous in Britain and America, a Boer War veteran, the first man to fly the Irish Sea, a
pioneer in the military use of wireless telegraphy from the air, and a collaborator with the even-more-famous playwright George Bernard Shaw.
By the time the war ended, Loraine had been Commanding Officer of 40
Squadron, Wing Commander of 14 Wing, and had risen to the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. He had also been decorated and twice wounded,
permanently losing a lung and much of the mobility in one leg. Nevertheless, he continued on with stage and screen acting on two continents until his death in 1935.
This is a biography of the whole man, not just that of the RFC and RAF pilot. Lannie Liggera, with her degree
in Literature and 14 years as chairman of the New England – New York Chapter of the Western Front Association, is uniquely qualified to write about Loraine’s life on the stage and in the cockpit. She is as adept at describing the intricacies of aviation operations as she is at describing the complex world of early-20th Century
theater.
This meticulously researched biography, including interviews with his family, shows Lannie’s passion for the
topic, but she still provides an unblinking view of this fascinating man and his many foibles. This biography is
particularly valuable for its descriptions of how Loraine’s service in the Great War affected the rest of his life
– both positively and negatively. Highly recommended.
Full disclosure – Lannie Liggera has been a friend and colleague of this reviewer for many years. (WWI aviation research is a small world.) Nevertheless, this is a fascinating work.
Also available as an e-book; website www2.lib.udel.edu/udpress/ .
Steve Suddaby
The reviewer is past president of the World War One Historical Association.

Wales Remembered
A new monument was unveiled this month in Langemark, Belgium (near Ieper) to
commemorate the nearly 40,000 warriors from Wales who died in the Great War.
In a well-attended ceremony, the monument of four Welsh blue pennant
stones in a cromlech surmounted by the Welsh dragon took nearly four
years to come to fruition. Langemark was a key feature in the Battles of
Passchendaele in 1917 where the Welsh regiments advanced..
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If World War I was a Bar Fight
Germany, Austria and Italy are standing together in the middle of a pub when Serbia bumps into Austria and
spills Austria’s pint.
Austria demands Serbia
buy it a whole new suit
because of the beer
stains on its trouser leg.
Germany expresses its
support for Austria’s
point of view.

Britain recommends that
everyone calm down a
bit.
Serbia points out that it
can’t afford a whole
suite, but offers to pay
for the cleaning of Austria’s trousers.
Russia and Serbia look at Austria.
Austria asks Serbia who it’s looking at.

Russia suggests that Austria should leave its little brother alone.
Austria inquires as to whose army will assist Russia in doing so.
Germany appeals to Britain that France has been looking at it, and that is sufficiently out of order that Britain
not intervene.
Britain replies that France can look at who it wants to, that Britain is looking at Germany too and what is Germany going to do about it?
Germany tells Russia to stop looking at Austria, or Germany will render Russia incapable of such action anymore.
Britain and France ask Germany whether it’s looking at Belgium.

Turkey and Germany go off into a corner and whisper. When they come back, Turkey makes a show of not
looking at anyone.
Germany rolls up its sleeves, looks at France, and punches Belgium.
France and Britain punch Germany. Austria punches Russia. Germany punches Britain and France with one
hand and Russia with the other.
Russia throws a punch at Germany, but misses and nearly falls over. Japan calls from the other side of the
room that it’s on Britain’s side, but stays there. Italy surprises everyone by punching Austria.
Game on!
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Book Review:The Month that Changed the World, July 1914
By Gordon Martel
Oxford Press 2014,
Cloth; ISBN 978-0-1996-6538-9
If you are seeking definitive answers to just who were responsible for
the holocaust that a broke in out August 1914, you will find this book a
frustrating read. In recompense, the author gives you all the information you need, and more, to make up your own mind.
In addition to carefully drawing character ketches of the principal protagonists -- Kaiser Wilhelm, French President Poincarė, Tsar Nicholas,
Emperor Franz Joseph, Sir Edward Gray – to name a few – Martel also
details with almost excruciation thoroughness and clarity the various
twists and turns of the July 1914 diplomatic maneuvering coming in
the wake of the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand at Sarajevo.
Of course, Europe had weathered similar storms in the years leading
up to war: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Morocco and two Balkan Wars. No
one expected this one to be any different. Sticking plasters of temporary accommodation has served well in the past.
The competing European alliances, the Central alliances of Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy and the more
informal entente among Britain France and Russia were stable and hardly seeking excuses for war. Negotiations between the completing blocs were common. True, the Kaiser was meddlesome and erratic and the
Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph was in his dotage; France was enthralled with a politically-tinged murder trial
and Britain by Irish home rule and suffragettes; Italy was experiencing a routine political crisis and still absorbing in indigestible conquest (Ottoman Libya).
Otherwise all was calm in June 1914. Still war erupted little more than a month later leading to 30 million
deaths kicking off a 20th century of extreme violence and political upheaval.
Why did this happen? Was it because of the classical “underlying causes” of alliances, nationalism and imperialism?
Or was it the obfuscations and bumbling of European the men heading chanceries and ministries of foreign
affairs? In other words, a collapse of diplomacy?

Or was it perhaps fear that failure to respond to perceived provocations would somehow educe the stature
and authority of the empires involved? Did Britain suspect she was overextended in defending her vast global empire? Did Austria-Hungary see in Ottoman demise its own fate? Did Russia see great power status slipping from its grasp?
All of these causes were very real. It is equally clear that this seminal tragedy, this global conflict that broke
out in August 1914 can best be explained, according to the author, by the hubris of Europe’s leaders combined with chance and circumstance.
Len Shurtleff
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Salvaged from the Dustbin
Martin Robinson, London Mail Online
They could be precious exhibits in a museum or dusty relics of history from a national archive. But Bob Smethurst put together this First World War collection from more unlikely locations…fishing the discarded photographs out of rubbish bins during his 36 years as a
dustman. Mr. Smethurst found his first few photos
and letters during the 1970s, and over the next three
decades made it his mission to try to save anything
of a similar nature he spotted on his rounds.
He has now found more than 5,000 photographs,
recording everything from the horror of the trenches
to haunting images of young men smiling together
before battle. He believes as soldiers from the conflict grew old and died a lot of their remarkable
memorabilia was often thrown out, especially in the
1970s and 1980s. But over three decades he made it
his mission to try and save anything he spotted
which otherwise could have been lost forever.
Mr. Smethurst, from Sussex, said his collection is not
just photographs - it contains medals, letters and
even a handkerchief with a bullet hole found in the
rubbish. I found the majority of the photographs on
the "dust" during the 70s and 80s when those who fought in World War I were probably passing away,' he
said.
'Probably the boys working today will find them from World War
II. In the early days we used to carry the bins on our shoulders.
Therefore, when we emptied the bins you used to see the paperwork coming out, and the photographs. You didn't find them all
the time because the only time you
were aware of some was when they
started to be mashed up.
'We had relatives that died in both the
First and Second World War and of
course it means something to keep
these memories alive. There is nothing like being able to pick up and examine an object or picture, see it with
your own eyes, understand how it
works and was used. If everything is
thrown away future generations will
not be able to have this joy or
knowledge.
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'I've got photographs from the trenches,
photographs from Commonwealth Indian
regiments and pictures from the Germans.
The German soldiers used the pictures almost like postcards, they would write their
unit and even where they were and when.
The British side weren't allowed to do that.
'I have not given a great deal of thought
about what will happen to my collection, but
I do have children and grandchildren. Not to
mention several collecting friends who keep
dropping hints The trouble is, if it is donated
to a museum most things will never be seen
again, just stored and forgotten and no joy to
anyone.'
As well as being an amazing national record
of the 1914-18 conflict, it could also be worth
thousands as just one picture can sell for as
much as £30 to collectors. Bob, who considers himself a custodian of the collection, said
the value for him was in saving something so
important which could otherwise have never
been seen again.

He said: 'I have a long photograph like the
kind that would have been in a frame hanging on a wall of a complete squadron of the
Royal Flying Corps - it was just lying on the landfill. In
another there's some soldiers posing with a massive
naval gun - it turned out the picture was actually taken by a photographer from near my home. I actually
found some letters that were just with some papers in
a bin. They were designs for the memorial plaques for
medals killed in the war.
The hoarder has said the treasure of his collection
was a series of photographs of the London Scottish
regiment, which fought a battle at Messines in 1914.
When he discovered his first letter he said: 'I looked at
it, I thought it was interesting - this was the First
World War. 'Once I've undone it, I found out the chap
was killed in action. This was his last letter. I thought
well hang on a minute, you can't throw that sort of
stuff away.’
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Remembrance, Commemoration and Perspectives in the 21st Century
A symposium report by Peter Broznitsky
Thanks to the membership of the Pacific Coast Branch of the Western Front Association, I was able to travel from my home in British Columbia to attend the Symposium
on the First World War: Remembrance, Commemoration and Perspectives in the
21st Century at Mount Saint Vincent University (MSVU) in Halifax, Nova Scotia on
May 15 to 17, 2014. The event was organized by the World Heritage Tourism Research Network (WHTRN). Attendees included academics, community organizers,
independent researchers, youth, and museum curators and directors, amongst other
groups interested in the Great War.
Exhibits of Youth Art and Literature collected by a branch of the Royal Canadian Legion were on display, as
well as reproduced posters from the First World War (FWW) era in the collection of the Nova Scotia Archives.
The Opening Reception was held at the Army Museum in the Halifax Citadel, where we were given a tour of
their new Commemoration Exhibit “Road to Vimy
and Beyond." Brigadier-General the Hon J.J. Grant,
Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia addressed us,
and then the tour began. The Museum has curated
two amazing small rooms which describe Canadian
and Nova Scotian involvement in the War perfectly.
A show piece is an exact scale model of the Vimy
Memorial, which reminded us all of how great that
structure is.
On the following morning the Symposium began in
earnest. After introductory remarks from MSVU
President Ramona Lumpkin, Dr. Wanda George and
Dr. Mallika Das of the WHTRN presented the results
of their 2012 FWW Survey with a focus on Canadian research findings. Most notable was that 53% of Canadians surveyed felt that the Great War was very important to developing national identity, as compared to only
25% for the rest of the countries. It was noted that very few Quebecois participated in the survey. Canadians were most similar to New Zealanders in their
responses to most questions on the survey. (I had asked members of the PCB
to complete this survey back in March 2012, thanks to Warren Sommer).
Dr. Das then led a breakout session to discuss the research results. Most of us
felt that the survey should be repeated to get a better Canadian sample and to
address the demographic response to the survey. 56% of Canadians who responded were in the 50-69 age group, similar to the 64% in the global community. Ways to get funding to have a group like Ipsos Reid conduct a more finely worded survey were suggested.
During lunch, our speaker Sgt. Phillip Safire, an Afghan and other conflict veteran serving in the Canadian Armed Forces, gave his presentation on "Unsung
Heroes: Turning the Tide." Phillip is a proud descendant of the first Black to
be awarded the Victoria Cross, William Hall in the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857. After
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a historical survey of Afro-Canadian involvement in the Loyalist movement during the American Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, the Mackenzie Rebellion of 1837, and the American Civil War, Phillip provided insights on the challenges and contribution of the Black community to Canadian participation the Great War.
Dr. Brian Osborne, of Queens University and the WHTRN, then presented on
"Constructing Memories of the Great War: Reflections and Images." He reminded
us that a most frequently used word that came from the Survey was “trenches” to
best describe the war. Many “memorials” erected just after the war were not simple memorials, but rather buildings and other constructions that served a dual purpose of public use and memorial. Brian, using results of the survey, suggested that
Service and Duty, Sacrifice and Suffering, Philosophical Reflections on War, and an
Abhorrence of War and Promotion of Human Values should be the key commemorative points to bring forward to the 2014-2019 period. Brian ended by asking us what is the difference between a war pilgrim and a war tourist. Which are you?
Dr. David Campbell, a FWW Historian from MSVU and Saint Mary’s University then led a breakout session to
discuss how can we build upon the FWW Survey project, and what is the value/utility of research and potential research opportunities? Facilitator Dr. Geoff Bird of Royal Roads University assisted us here. Geoff you
may remember spoke to our PCB Dinner a couple of years ago. This ended day one.
Day two began with Col. (Ret'd) John Boileau, author and journalist, introducing our Youth Presentations and
Panel Discussion. High school students Cadet Kaleb Perry, a Vimy Foundation Scholarship winner;
Katherine Porter, First World War 2014 Study Tour; and university student Liam Casell, History student and
First World War re-enactor all amazed us with their intelligence and maturity. When asked by Col. Boileau
for one word to describe what war means to them, their responses were in turn Family, Sacrifice, and
Change. I asked each of them how we could increase youth engagement, and one good response was to excite interest by researching something a youth is currently interested in, for example an occupation or hobby.
Our next breakout session was chaired by Catriona Fitzgerald, Army Reservist and MSVU Grad. Who asked us
to discuss: Why preserve Canada’s FWW heritage and memories? And how should and can we remember
and commemorate Canada’s FWW heritage? A recurring response was the need to have more military topics
added to elementary and high school curriculums. Most people indicated that only individual teachers who
were enthusiastic about Canada’s role in armed conflicts gave any more than minor mention. It is possible to
graduate from high school without knowing a single thing about our military heritage. This is exhibited in the
recent poll result that showed only 47% of Canadians knew that the Battle of Vimy Ridge was in the FWW.
Three in ten thought that Vimy Ridge was where Canadian soldiers suffered heavy losses during D-Day in
1944.
After lunch, your very own Chair presented a wordy topic "When Their Names
are No Longer Spoken, Are They Forgotten?" I reviewed several different items
of interest, reaffirming the need for a Canadian website to showcase FWW Centennial projects, and introduced the concept of Digital Immigrants versus Digital Natives. I asked if I could be a Digital Refugee, a neo-Luddite. I believe the
concept intrigued many in the audience. After my presentation, in response to
a question I did offer my opinion that most of us in the audience along with the
people we study will vanish from history, as will our descendants themselves
vanish.
I was followed by Dr. Don Julien, representing Aboriginal War Veterans, who
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presented his topic "Mi’kmaq Involvement in the Great War (1914-1918)." While the material was interesting, Dr. Julien used no visuals. This was a reminder to me that in the 21st Century, reading a lecture is not
the most efficient way to broaden people’s knowledge. The only controversy of the Symposium erupted
after Dr. Julien described a native man who had been recommended for the VC and DCM but never received
same, and that Dr. Julien would be pursuing this with Veterans Affairs. Dr. Tim Cook of the Canadian War
Museum suggested this was wrong-thinking, and that the effort to seek a medal was doomed to failure. They
agreed to disagree.
Our own John Azar, in his guise of President, CEF100 then described his group’s
efforts in giving guidance to other seeking: How should and can we commemorate
the Centenary of the First World War; and how are we commemorating the Centenary of the First World War? John mentioned some innovative groups that will
achieve success and others that will not. John was followed by Zenon Andrusyszyn of
the Canadigm group, who described his "Souterrain Impressions," a project which involves the documenting, researching, and recreating of images and carvings made
underground by Canadian soldiers during the First World War. Branch members saw
a longer presentation by Zenon a couple of years ago.
Facilitator Dr. Brian Osborne, Queens University then reviewed the Symposium, concluding that we did
achieve our objectives, and that there more work to do. We retired to our rooms to
prepare for the evening dinner.
The Dinner was held in the Officers Mess at the Wardroom, Juno Towers, at the naval base in Halifax. The Officers Mess and its surroundings had the requisite militaria and heritage paintings and objects. Our keynote speaker was Dr. Tim Cook, noted author and Historian from the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa. Tim delivered
his presentation on "The Return to Vimy: Pilgrims, Veterans, and Tourists Visiting
the Western Front Battlefields, 1936-2017." Despite some technical glitches with
his slides, Tim entertained and enlightened us all with his considered thoughts and
opinions on the Memorial and what has happened and what will happen.
The evening and Symposium concluded with a musical tribute by singer/songwriter
Terry Kelly, a Juno award-winning musician who clearly has a heart and voice for Canada and its military.
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The Last Word
As many of you know, my wife Patricia had volunteered a few years ago to be the
editor of this newsletter. Shortly after that, however, she was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer and passed away earlier this year. Her battle, altogether too
brief, was certainly brave and one she tackled with the cheerfulness and joie de
vivre that marked her whole being.
I have volunteered for now to step into the immense void that Pat has left as editor of the Listening Post. She was a brilliant writer and editor and she will be
missed by every person who had the good fortune to cross her path.
Pat and I came to the Western Front Association because of her passion for history. Her curiosity was unquenchable and she was a continuous learner. She always surprised tour guides with her depth of knowledge and interest. Pat truly
relished the opportunity to meet and speak with the members of the Pacific
Coast Branch and always felt, that is the wonderful and interesting people in the
organization that make it a successful and enjoyable group. I agree.
Pat always welcomed your original articles, of any length, for the newsletter, and I will maintain that position.
A full page of text in the newsletter with no pictures is just over 500 words and shorter pieces of a few paragraphs are quite welcome.
I look forward to hearing from you all in the coming months, and seeing you at
the annual meeting.
Robert Forbes
wfa@prfconsulting.com
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